
 
 

Lesson plan 5: Getting started with leading your choir 

 

Learning objectives:  

• To build a toolkit of skills to help you start any song with your choir 

• To take some first steps towards being a confident choral director  

 

 

A toolkit to start any song 

 

As we move from the classroom to a choir rehearsal, we might be a little daunted at how to 

take a song further. Some teachers also feel intimidated by the idea of calling themselves a 

conductor or even leading their choir through gesture. In this session, we look together at 

how some simple tools can help you start any song using gesture and enable you to feel 

empowered to stand in front of a choir as a conductor.  

Reflected posture: Take a moment to remind your singers to stand really well and release any 

tension. 

Inspiring confidence: Eye contact and a simple smile will go a long way to heling your singers 

feel more confident and connect with you. 

Indicating readiness: Show your choir that you are ready to start by holding your hands out in 

readiness. 

Giving the pitch: Hum the pitch clearly and for long enough to be heard by all. 

Showing the pulse/beat: Start to show the pulse/beat by using your (right) hand out in front 

of you. 

Breathing with your choir: Breathe with an open mouth on the beat before you want the choir 

to sing. 



 
 

Keeping the pulse/beat: Maintain the pulse/beat throughout, showing it out in front of you 

with your (right) hand. 

Bringing the choir off together: Use your other hand to show the choir when the phrase or 

song has come to an end to bring them all off at the same time. 

 

Things to watch out for 

 

Posture: Is your posture the lovely open and alert posture that we explored in Healthy 

Singing? 

 

Pitch: Make sure to give a pitch that is suitable for the comfortable range of children’s voices 

(it is higher than you think!). For songs that require a specific pitch, use a piano or pitch pipe. 

In the film, Charles uses a tuning fork, which is another way to work out the correct pitch.  

 

Showing the pulse/beat: Make sure your gesture is light and flowing, not sharp and forceful. 

Try to think of the pulse/beat as a bouncing ball. 

Breath: Careful to make sure this breath is the low breath that we explored in Healthy Singing, 

and does not involve the shoulders lifting or the whole body moving.  

 

 

Listen 

 

Essequibo River – Learning Track (melody only) 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/ism_musicians/essquibio-river-vocal-track?in=ism_musicians/sets/primary-singing-toolkit&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing

